Cooperation of a community required in order to raise local disaster prevention power, a school, and a university
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It is worried about the occurrence of the Tokai, Tonankai and Nankai earthquake in Wakayama Prefecture by the end of this century. Residents came to have concern strong about disaster prevention. However, although residents’ concern is increasing, by the time it heightens the disaster prevention power of the area concretely, it will not have reached. Disaster prevention leaders do not know to act how in many cases.

In Wakayama University, the educational program for cooperating with a local government, an organization, and a school about high disaster prevention of local needs as a disaster prevention research education project from 2004, and giving concern to disaster prevention education has been developed. It was inaugurated as a Center for Research and Education of Disaster Reduction, Wakayama University from 2010. The program of the disaster prevention education developed at the university is introduced.
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